
What types of fabrics are well suited for appliqué? Learn how to make anything 
in appliqué fair game from thick, meaty linen to think, luscious lawn. We’ll 
discuss design concepts such as transparency and opacity, ideas that can 
quickly be put to use with a variety of fabrics. Technically, we’ll discuss how to 
make a variety of fabrics work in your project, as well as pay special attention to 
appliquéing super-sharp points. Finally, we’ll also discuss project composition, 
and specifically, hot to merge a variety of ideas into one project. 

SUPPLIES NEEDED:

Pattern, Template : 
 Hesperides Quilt Pattern
 Hesperides Templates - printed templates can be found in the pattern. Transfer 
to template plastic if desired, OR a paper copy will be provided in class. 

fabric : See Pattern Back Cover (attached) for fabric requirements. We’ll just 
be using Appliqué and Background fabrics in class. Backing, Batting and Binding 
will be needed to finish project but will not be necessary to bring to class.

supplies :
// Rotary Cutter
// Cutting Mat
// Ruler 
// Thread for project (such as Aurifil 80wt in coordinating color for Appliqué and 
Aurifil Cotton 50wt in contrasting color for Basting)
// Appliqué Needles (such as Clover Gold Eye Appliqué Needles No. 10)
// Appliqué Pins (such as Clover Appliqué size 12)
// Large Fabric Scissors (such as Kai 7170 shears)
// Small Fabric Scissors (such as Kai N5100 scissors)
// Removable Marking Tool (such as Pilot Fixion pen)
// Seam Gauge (such as CF Handy Guide)

(Optional ) supplies : 
// (optional) Needle Threader
// (optional) Thread Conditioner (such as Sew Fine Thread Gloss)
// (optional) Thimble (such as Colonial ThimblePad)                                       
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